
 
 

What’s New in Achieve for English? - Spring 2020 
 
Thanks for your continued interest in Achieve, and double thanks for your partnership in testing the 
Achieve platform! Your continued feedback has informed our improvements to Achieve each 
semester. To that end, here is what is NEW in Achieve for English this spring. All of these features are 
currently live. 
 

● Source Check. For writing assignments, you can now enable plagiarism detection through 
Source Check. In addition to allowing you to get an originality report on student submissions, 
Source Check: 

○ Allows students to scan their drafts before they submit (up to 2 times per draft), 
giving them an opportunity to explore strategies for fixing potential issues with their 
drafts as they write. 

○ Provides students with access e-book links from their originality report. Issues with 
“Close Wording”? Students can now find e-book resources tailored to the Match 
Types flagged in their originality reports, providing them with context and instruction 
at the point of need. 

● Prebuilt writing assignments. 
○ Looking for a place to start? Your course will now include a collection of prebuilt 

writing assignments--all fully editable--that you can use to generate ideas for your 
own assignment ideas or assign to speed up the course building process. 

○ Note: Prebuilt assignments will only be available if you did not copy your fall course 
for use in spring.  

● Better Peer Review functionality. 
○ No more blocked progress! All students will now be able to progress to the next draft 

of the assignment once the peer review due date has passed, without any instructor 
intervention. 

○ More flexible group management. You can now edit groups while peer review is in 
progress without impacting student work. 

● Student resubmission. 
○ Students can now resubmit their drafts. 
○ Prior to the due date, a student can revise and resubmit the draft without instructor 

intervention as long as the instructor has not begun giving feedback on the draft. 
○ After the due date, instructors can enable a resubmit for students. 
○ Note: students will always need instructors to enable resubmission if Source Check is 

enabled on the draft.  
● Instructors can now edit feedback after returning a draft to students. 

○ Want to change feedback on a student draft? You can now reopen the paper for 
feedback as long as a student hasn’t started working on the revision plan. 

● Autosave makes working in the tool easier. Key parts of the tool now autosave written work. 
○ Working on a long assignment prompt? Your work will now autosave as you write. No 

need to save your work as you go! 
○ The student drafting space will now save students’ work as they write. Students can 

still manually save the draft. 
○ Your end comment on student work will also autosave.  


